SERPENTINE PAVILION 2018:
FRIDA ESCOBEDO

Frida Escobedo’s 2018 Pavilion: Realising the precise execution of the design relied on meticulous attention to detail

The annual summer pavilion at London’s
Serpentine Gallery is an established highlight
of both the London art scene and the global
architectural calendar. The commission
provides a showcase for contemporary
architecture and for the last 19 years has
presented a series of uniquely varied and
diverse structures. This year’s pavilion has
been designed by Mexican architect Frida
Escobedo, to date, the youngest designer
appointed to the commission.
The pavilions attract over 300,000 visitors
each year and regularly feature in the top
ten most visited architectural and design
exhibitions in the world. Each structure
provides an adaptable, sociable space. By
day, it functions as a meeting place and
venue for lunchtime talks, a small café
providing refreshments. By night, the pavilion
hosts a series of live music, performance and
film events known as Park Nights. With the
arrival of autumn, the pavilion is dismantled
and relocated.
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Ten years of making
This year is a landmark for making at Stage
One: our tenth year of manufacturing,
constructing and installing the Serpentine
pavilions. Each year we’ve worked closely with
the Gallery, architect and structural engineers
to realise the design; manufacturing then
installing each pavilion on the lawn outside
the gallery in Kensington Gardens.
Frida Escobedo’s pavilion
Frida Escobedo’s pavilion plays with light,
reflections, distorted curves and dissolving
perspectives. Using simple materials in the
form of two, overlapping rectangles, the
pavilion references both traditional Mexican
architecture and the specific London location.

Evenly spaced tiles create latticed walls that
form a cool courtyard, a reinterpretation of
the Mexican ‘celosia’, that allows breeze and
light to percolate the walls. The pavilion’s
internal axis is rotated to align precisely with
the Prime Meridian in nearby Greenwich, the
outer walls aligning with the Gallery directly
behind. This precision is then distorted and
reflected by the curved mirror-like ceiling
and shallow triangular pool that reveal
unexpected glimpses of the interior, the sky
above and the park beyond.
Precise execution
The use of simple materials belies the
pavilion’s precise execution. The sharp
geometry of the lattice walls and triangular
pool in particular, meant that realising
the design relied on meticulous attention
to detail throughout fabrication and the
installation process.
The process begins
The first meetings between the architect,
engineers, Serpentine Gallery and Stage
One take place in the run-up to Christmas.
Samples are made and testing is carried
out as the design is honed and details
are decided. By early March, production
drawings start to filter through from
our CAD team to our workshops and
manufacture begins in earnest.
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Groundworks & floor
Work on preparing the site begins in late
April. Over the course of two weeks, our
crew carry out all necessary site set up and
groundworks for the installation of the
pavilion, including laying the concrete pad.
This year, the floor came with very specific
and precise requirements. The poured
concrete was colour matched with the
tiles of the walls, the surface levelled with
millimetre precision and power floated to
give a super-smooth finish. Hidden channels
cast into the floor allow for rainwater
drainage and collection in below-ground
storage, while the 17m long and 6m wide
triangular mirror pool was recessed at an
exact depth of just 5mm. A pumping and
filtration system enable the pool to fill and
drain through concealed channels, the water
receding or being drained completely to
allow for events and functions.
The walls
The intricate latticed walls comprise 8,000
simple concrete roofing tiles arranged in a
complex, alternating pattern. We sourced
the tiles, adhering as closely as possible to
the architect’s specification and budget.
Manufactured by Condron, they were fired
specially with four precisely located holes
allowing them to be stacked onto a series of
160 steel base plates.

‘Frida Escobedo has taken a humble,
off-the-shelf, concrete roof tile
and with it has created a charcoal
courtyard of industrial delicacy.’
London Evening Standard.

Manufactured in our metal shop, the base
plates comprised a 6mm steel base, 6mm
top and eight steel rod uprights. A system
of steel spacers and washers produced in
their thousands by our flat-bed laser cutter
and laser tube cutter enabled the precise
positioning of each tile.
Once on site, the modules were delivered
sequentially and craned into position,
stacked three-high and stitch welded
together. The accurate rendering of the
design created a woven effect of interlocking
high and low-density sections. This was
repeated throughout the freestanding outer
walls and the inner cordon of reinforced
walls that provided support for the inverted,
bellied roof.
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Steel capping along the top of the walls
carried a continuous concealed channel for
LED lighting. This flowed seamlessly from the
internal wall supports into a similar recessed
channel in the underside of the roof.
The roof
The steel roof comprised upper and lower
surfaces that contrasted in form as well
as finish. Thirty-eight underside panels
of mirror-polished stainless steel were
suspended from the primary support
structure. These formed a curved, bellied
profile that finished in a long, sharp edge,
the panels drilled and countersunk on site
to ensure seamless positioning. The ceiling
curves created unexpected and distorted
reflections inside the pavilion, contrasting
with the geometry elsewhere in the
structure. The upper roof panels formed
two flat planes, both tilted towards a long
drainage channel in the centre. Fabricated
from mild steel, this was finished on site with
a smooth, black, waterproof membrane.
Twelve structural columns set within the
walls of the inner cordon provided support
for the 18m long roof. These steel uprights
were positioned between each wall unit
and were fabricated with pre-drilled locator
plates to accommodate the ten-section
primary roof support structure.
A cleverly concealed drainage system utilised
existing groundworks, channels within the
supporting columns and the converging
pitch of the roof. Drain outlets in the roof
surface and the central drainage channel all
fed rainwater into tanks concealed within
the roof void, staggering the flow of water
through the rest of the system.

‘An intriguing cave of reflections
washed with dappled light and the
glistening puddles of wet footprints.’
Oliver Wainwright
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Meeting the challenge
The time constraints and restricted site
space that accompany this commission mean
that a great deal of effort is expended on
planning, preparation and logistics. Processes
such as pre-drilling that can be carried out
in our workshops save precious time on
site. Similarly, approaches such as creating
plywood jigs to help with the accurate
positioning of parts on site help smooth the
installation process.

‘It is at once rough and sharp-edged,
the rugged ends of the cement tiles
contrasting with the scalpel-like
corners of the stainless steel canopy,
which floats above the dark space,
providing distorted reflections...’
Oliver Wainwright in the Guardian

Each year, our experienced team deliver
against a challenging brief. Their skill and
tenacity over the last decade has resulted in
the delivery of ten very different pavilions,
each one in stark yet delightful contrast
with the preceding structure. We are
exceptionally proud of this track record, of
our team and of our ten years of making at
the Serpentine Gallery.

‘I’d like to thank Stage One
for bringing our ideas to life in
unforgettable fashion, for keeping
our feet on the ground, and for
bringing much-needed grit and
humour to the process. Special
thanks to Tiff Blakey, Tim Leigh,
James McMillan, Mark Johnson, and
especially Ted Featonby.’
Frida Escobedo, Architect, Serpentine
Pavilion 2018.
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